the major open questions in astrophysics. The unique difficulties posed by BD formation make the issue even more challenging, sharply restricting the arena of potentially viable IMF theories. The task for the coming decade is to both advance these theories to reflect nature more faithfully, as well as to observationally discriminate between them.
Theory
The central dilemma of BD origins is easily framed: The very low Jeans mass required to form BDs implies gas densities far in excess of the mean in molecular clouds. Two competing solutions to this conundrum have emerged. In the 'ejection' scenario, the requisite high densities are achieved in the interior of cores during opacity-limited collapse, forming sub-stellar mass 'stellar embryos'; BDs are those embryos ejected from the core by N-body interactions before accreting enough gas to grow into full-fledged stars [11] . The theory also predicts a relative paucity of BD binaries, especially wide ones due to truncation during ejection. SPH simulations qualitatively support this picture [12, 13] . Most, however, use an unrealistic barotropic equation of state: these vastly overestimate the relative number of BDs, while yielding BD binary frequencies of ~20% [14] . Conversely, simulations with radiative feedback and magnetic fields produce far fewer BDs, but are not large enough for statistically meaningful comparisons to the IMF; magnetic fields also severely inhibit binary formation [15, 16, 17, 18] . Intensive SPH simulations, incorporating both radiative feedback and magnetic fields and large enough to yield a statistically significant IMF, are a prime goal for rigorously testing the theory.
In the second, 'turbulent fragmentation' scenario, the high densities arise as fluctuations induced by supersonic turbulence in molecular clouds. The mass spectrum of gravitationally bound cores is set by the spectrum of turbulent velocities; stars form directly out of the larger bound cores and BDs out of the smallest, sub-stellar mass ones. The analytic theory predicts an overall IMF consistent with data [19, 20] . A robust prediction of the BD IMF, though, still faces two major hurdles: the extreme sensitivity of the turbulent fragmentation to the gas thermodynamics [21] and to the forcing of the turbulence [22] . The first requires that numerical simulations properly model cooling and radiative processes and magnetic fields; the second demands accurate modeling of the mechanisms sustaining turbulence in clouds. Also, the theory as yet makes no quantitative binarity predictions; research into this area is essential for comparison to observations. Finally, numerically modeling this theory remains a challenge, given the very small spatial scales of the density fluctuations that produce BDs. The next generation of large-scale AMR simulations, incorporating recent developments coupling radiation transfer and MHD, hold out the best promise for achieving this goal.
Observations
Boun% 'u(stellar /ores0 Clearly, the existence/absence of gravitationally bound substellar mass cores would strongly support/belie the role of turbulent fragmentation in shaping the IMF. While a number of sub-stellar cores have now been detected, however, their bound nature is not yet established: the majority have been identified only through sub-mm dust continuum emission [e.g. 23] , without line-width data to test their viriality.
Only ~10 such cores have line data, and half appear bound [24, 25; Fig.1 ], but the large uncertainties in both the enclosed and virial masses for any individual core (factors of up to ten, stemming from unknowns in e.g., abundances, density profiles and temperature), combined with the very small number statistics, make these results highly tentative. What is essential now is the identification of a !ar$e sample of sub-stellar cores, followed by multi-wavelength, resolved spectroscopy to firmly establish their bound or transient condition. Both goals should become feasible soon. The advent of SCUBA-2 on JCMT, and the planned Cornell Caltech Atacama Telescope (CCAT), will enable rapid and sensitive surveys for cores down to very low sub-stellar masses via sub-mm dust continuum imaging. CCAT's anticipated multi-wavelength capability can further provide well-constrained dust temperatures. Spectroscopic follow-up on ALMA in a suite of lines such as N 2 H + , HCO + and CO will yield gas mass, velocity, abundance and depletion information; ALMA can also spatially reso!ve the density structure of even very small sub-stellar cores. In combination, these data can rigorously test the existence of bound sub-stellar cores, vastly improving our understanding of the physics governing the IMF.
Binarity: Binary frequency and properties offer another test of BD formation and IMF theories. Currently, resolved imaging and radial velocity (RV) monitoring indicate very rough BD binary fractions of ! b ~ 20-25% in the field and ~20% in young star-forming regions (SFRs) [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Also, while the field BD binaries evince a robust peak at a mass ratio ) (" M 2 /M 1 ) ~ 1, and a sharp frequency cutoff for #!> 15AU, the young systems, all in low-density regions, have a statisti,a!!-si$ni0i,ant flatter ) distribution and a much larger spread in separations, up to ~800 AU [35, 34] . Finally, the data indicate a smooth trend of increasing ), decreasing separation and decreasing frequency with declining primary mass, all the way from solar-mass stars to BDs [32, 30] . These results offer some tantalizing clues. First, while the overall BD binary fractions agree with the (barotropic) SPH predictions of 'ejection', the very wide young binaries argue against the theory. Second, the disparities in ) and separation between the field and young systems may arise i0 most field stars/BDs are born in dense clusters (e.g., [36] ) an1 post-formation dynamical evolution plays a greater role in such regions than in the low-density ones where the known low-)/wide systems reside. Third, the smooth trend in binary properties hints at a universal binary formation mechanism from stars to BDs.
These tentative implications, while critical for understanding BD, IMF and binary origins if borne out, are however presently based on exceedingly poor statistics. Only 9 young BD binaries are known, from imaging and intensive-RV studies of just ~35 and ~10 young sources respectively; the field surveys are similarly patchy. Statistical modeling of these sparse data implies that the true BD ! b may be twice as high as currently detected (and completely inconsistent with 'ejection'), with half at # < 2.5AU, a barely studied regime accessible only to RV observations [37] . Constraining BD binary statistics, especially in young regions, is thus a major goal for the next decade. This will necessitate optical/NIR high-resolution spectroscopic RV surveys over >3 epochs, on 8-10m class telescopes, of a significant fraction of the ~100 young BDs known in low an1 high density SFRs and nearby young associations, as well as laser-guide-star AO imaging of the same sources. The Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) will make this particularly feasible by greatly enhancing the achievable sensitivities, spatial resolution and sample sizes.
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Debris Disks 45e 6act t5at pri%ordial accretion dis0s are ubiHuitous around B;s> and eI5ibit grain evolution analogous to stellar dis0s> raises t5e intriguing possibility t5at planets> %ay 6or% around subEstellar bodies too3 Jroo6 o6 suc5 evolution 9ould be t5e discovery o6 debris dis0s around B;s K second generation dis0s 6or%ed and constantly replenis5ed by ongoing collisions bet9een planetesi%als> and as suc5 a clear signature o6 planetary construction 5aving proceeded to at least t5e stage o6 0ilo%eterEsiGed bodies3 Many suc5 dis0s 5ave been identi6ied around ANOP stars> and an increasing nu%ber are no9 being 6ound around lo9E%ass M d9ar6s as 9ell> over %idEQR to %% 9avelengt5s <?"> ??> ?SA3 TneIpectedly> 9ar% debris appears %ore prevalent around M stars t5an solarEtype ones <?SA3 A possible reason is t5at lo9erE%ass obUects 5ave less %assive pri%ordial dis0s 9it5 longer grainEgro9t5 ti%escales> and t5us cannot 6or% giant planets but e66iciently produce lo9erE%ass planets and copious planetesi%als3 Q6 so> debris %ay be even %ore co%%on in B;s3 Eit5er 9ay> suc5 dis0s around B;s 9ould illu%inate %any aspects o6 planetesi%al 6or%ation> as 9ell as open a ne9 6rontier in planetaryD5abitability studies3
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